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        This study compares Busoni’s two original piano compositions, 

Indianische Fantasie for piano and orchestra (Indian Fantasy), op.44, and 

Indianisches Tagebuch (Indian Diary) Book I.  They represent Busoni’s late 

period of maturity and new aesthetical points of view on music.  Both pieces are 

originated from Natalie Curtis’s The Indian’s Book, and particularly the Indian 

Diary is very closely related to the Fantasy, for three of the four pieces in the 

former work directly quote sections from the latter.  To provide clear 

understanding of the composer’s intention in creating two different versions from 

the same origin, this research examines how Busoni demonstrates his 

aesthetical ideas of new music in these two Indian piano compositions 

throughout structural and formal analysis.  Busoni’s adaption of Indian folk song 

in these works for the piano aimed at integrating Indian folk element with his 

personal harmonic language, both of which emphasized freedom in nature. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Background and Motivation for This Research 

Ferruccio Busoni (1866-1924) established a successful career as both a 

pianist and composer, though his position as the latter was neglected for many 

years after his death.  Around the 1980s, a revival of interest in Busoni’s work led 

many scholars and performers to reevaluate the historical position of the 

composer.  The majority of Busoni’s works are for the piano, and are highly 

effective, virtuosic, and well-conceived idiomatically, all the inevitable result of his 

career as a great pianist.  However, the performances of his piano music largely 

remain limited to his transcriptions of J.S. Bach, including the ever popular 

Toccata and Fugue in D Minor and “the Chaconne” from the D Minor Violin 

Partita.  His familiarity with the Bach repertoire undoubtedly influenced his own 

compositional style, much of which bears traces of music of the past, and, 

particularly, that of J. S. Bach.                                                                                       

Beginning in the nineteenth century, many scholars became interested in 

music that was removed from the immediate cultural space of cultivated Western 

art music, including not only music of preceding generations, but also vernacular 

and folk music.  Various efforts and projects to preserve such music grew.  

Around this time, many composers of different nationalities became interested in 

collecting folk song from all around the world, and a number of outstanding 
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composers pursued their own original field work in folk song.  Such composers, 

and arguably, early ethnomusicologists, included Ralph Vaughan Williams in 

England, Aaron Copland and Percy Grainger in America, Leoš Janáček in 

Czechoslovakia, and Zoltán Kodály and Béla Bartók in Hungary.  These 

composers not only collected and studied folk materials, but sought to 

incorporate it into their compositions, and even to organically generate folk 

material.  Although he was not a direct part of this movement, Busoni was 

extremely interested in the folk music of North American Indians, and made use 

of it in several of his original compositions, such as the Indianische Fantasie 

(Indian Fantasy) and the two books of the Indianisches Tagebuch (Indian Diary).  

        Busoni first became acquainted with Indian music through the work of 

Natalie Curtis, a former student of his and an American ethnomusicologist.  

Curtis wrote The Indian’s Book, first published in 1907, a resource that was a 

standard text on Indian music.  According to Busoni’s letters to his wife, Busoni 

and Curtis met briefly in 1910 during Busoni’s American tour when the first 

performance of his Turandot was given in New York.  On 21 March, 1910 from 

Columbus, Ohio, during one of his American tours, Busoni wrote: “Miss Curtis 

was formerly my pupil in harmony…She has devoted the whole of this year to the 

study of Red Indian songs and has brought a beautiful book out.  She gave it to 

me ‘In remembrance of the first performance of Turandot in New York’.”1  In the 

following year, on 9 March, 1911, he wrote to his wife about his inclination for 

                                                            
1 Ferruccio Busoni, Letters to His Wife, trans. Rosamond Ley (New York: Da Capo Press, 
1975),163. 
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composing works using Indian motives: “I thought at first of putting one or two 

scenes into one act, with Red Indian ceremonies and actions (very simple) and to 

join them together with one of the usual ‘eternal’ stories: mother, son, bride, war, 

peace, without any subtleties.”2   

        In 1913, he began to work on composing the Indian Fantasy for piano and 

orchestra, Op. 44, dedicated to Natalie Curtis, then completed the score in 1915.  

Curtis heard the piece performed for the first time in 1915 by the Philadelphia 

Orchestra under the baton of Leopold Stokowski, with the composer himself at 

the piano.  Curtis wrote "With the first bars of the orchestral introduction ...the 

walls melted away, and I was in the West, filled again with that awing sense of 

vastness, of solitude, of immensity."3 

        During the same period, he composed two other compositions based on 

Indian song, the Indian Diary Book I, for piano, and the Indian Diary Book II, for 

small orchestra, subtitled Gesang vom Feigen der Geister (“Song of the Spirit’s 

Dance”).  Both works were published in 1916.   

        This study compares Busoni’s two original piano compositions, the Indian 

 Fantasy for Piano and Orchestra, Op.44, and the Indian Diary Book I, to provide 

a clear understanding of the composer’s intention in creating two different 

versions from the same origin, with appropriate evaluation of the relationship  

between these compositions.  Since the later work for solo piano is transformed 

                                                            
2 Ibid., 186. 
3 Natalie Curtis, “Busoni’s Indian Fantasy.” The Southern Workman (October 1915): 539. 
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from the work for piano and orchestra, this research will also focus on how 

Busoni treats the change of character and instrumental relationship combination 

between the pieces.  Structural and formal analysis will be the framework of the 

comparison of the two compositions. 

Although these two compositions are very closely connected to each other 

and worthy of research, little in the way of comparative analysis and critical 

research has been done.  Moreover, in spite of their outstanding artistic 

achievement, they have still remained Busoni’s unknown works, and the 

performances of these pieces have rarely been heard.  This research will 

advance knowledge of Busoni as a distinguished and creative composer of 

original piano music who truly understood the instrument and will encourage a 

more wide range of his original compositions to be performed in concerts. 
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CHAPTER II 

MUSICAL LANGUAGE OF THE COMPOSER 

Busoni’s Aesthetics of Music Found in His Indian Fantasy and the Indian Diary 

In his essay “Sketch of a New Esthetic [sic] of Music,” first published in 

1907, Busoni offers his own perspectives on a new aesthetic of music in a 

convincing and profound manner.  His theory and philosophy of a new musical 

concept is well adapted in his later compositions.  Compositions between 1910 

and 1921 are especially worthy of examining since they represent his late period 

of maturity and his new musical aesthetic belief.  The major piano works from this 

period include the Fantasia Contrappuntistica (1910), the six Sonatinas (1910-

1920), and the Toccata (1920). The Indian Fantasy and the Indian Diary were 

also composed during this period, in 1913-1915, and thus demonstrate Busoni’s 

original and mature ideas on his compositional practice.   In the Indian Fantasy 

and the Indian Diary Book I Busoni describes his aesthetical points of view on 

new music on following subjects: absolute music vs. program music, flexibility of 

formal structure, and free harmony.     

Busoni, in “Sketch of a New Esthetic of Music,” asserts that neither 

absolute music nor program music complies with the authentic concept of pure 

music.   According to Busoni, “absolute music” is restricted by certain limitations 

of forms and functional harmonic relationships, and therefore it is the opposite of  

the absolute in music.  This assertion of rejecting certain formal rules and  
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harmonic relationship is also closely associated with his idea of flexible use of 

formal structure and free harmony, which will be detailed in later paragraphs.   

Busoni states that while “absolute music” stays in the traditional formal 

and harmonic relationship, program-music remains in the boundary of a poetic 

program.  In his letter to Hugo Leichtentritt, Busoni explains his original 

compositional plan of the Indian Fantasy as he rejects the concept of program 

music: “No Programme.  But poetic simulations, such as the melancholy of the 

race; a glimpse of the Mississippi caught in passing; a hint of warlike proceedings; 

exotic colouring.”4 

Busoni made two versions of same origin to demonstrate a unique 

flexibility with regard to formal structure.  In composing the Fantasy, he struggled 

with various formal attempts to take many ideas of various Indian songs into one 

form.  In his letter to Egon Petri, he wrote: “four times I had to scalp it, but hope 

that I’ve found the solution today.”5  Since the original Indian tunes are 

characterized by a strophic arrangement of suite-like progression, the structure of 

suite must have been the easiest way to solve the problem, and thus he set the 

Indian themes very simply in short, separate pieces in his Diary.   All four pieces 

of his Diary have a simple two-part or three-part structure in which clear thematic 

material is repeated as in a typical strophic form of folk song.  On the contrary, in 

the Fantasy Busoni arranged a suite-like progression of Indian themes into a 

                                                            
4 Ferruccio Busoni, Selected Letters, trans. and ed. Antony Beaumont (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1987), 177. 
5 Ibid., 175. 
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larger architectonic structure, titled Fantasy, in which each section is linked with a 

piano cadenza. 

        Throughout these two different formal devices, Busoni did not attempt a 

mere note-for-note arrangement between the pieces, rather he created a totally 

different character of sound in each piece.  The Fantasy captures rhapsodic taste 

with virtuosic manner, while the Diary presents lucid thematic materials in its 

simple and transparent texture. 

Busoni alters the original Indian tunes to integrate Indian folk music with 

his own musical style and advanced harmonic language in the realization of 

motivic material.  A letter to his wife, dated 18 July 1913, supports this idea, “The 

Indian melodies are not very pliable or productive.  I shall have to graft in quite a 

lot of my own.”6  For instance, in the Fantasy, the “Un poco meno allegro” section 

(measures 298-319), which serves as a link to the second movement, anticipates 

a new Indian tune,“Blue-Bird Song,” which will dominate as the primary thematic 

material in the next movement.  When he pre-introduces the melody, all of the 

major seconds are changed to minor seconds.  Busoni altered the theme “from 

lyrical diatonic consonances to darker chromatic dissonances.”7    

The Fantasy and Diary feature melancholy and darkly colored 

characteristic resulting from Busoni’s distinguished harmonic language which is 

often found in his late works such as the Toccata and Fantasia Contrappuntistica.  

                                                            
6 Busoni, Letters to His Wife, translated by Rosamond Ley, 228. 
7 Tae Hyun Kim, “North American Indian Folk Music Elements in the Red Indian Fantasy of 
Busoni” (D.M.A. diss.,University of North Texas, 1994), 52. 
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In both pieces, strange harmonies are made out of the interplay of melodic parts 

along with its polytonal setting.8   As in the other late works, they present no clear 

sense of a functional harmony in which traditional tonal relationships are ignored 

and avoided.   They do not have the usual key signature establishing a definite 

key and use extensive modulations which occur suddenly and unexpectedly.  In 

particular, his use of whimsical shifting between major and minor keys is found 

throughout the work.  In “Sketch of a New Esthetic of Music,” Busoni criticizes 

about a fixed idea of conventional major and minor key system: 

Strange, that one should feel major and minor as opposites.  They both   

present the same face, now more joyous, now more serious; and a mere  

touch of the brush suffices to turn the one into the other.  The passage 

from either to the other is easy and imperceptible; when it occurs 

frequently and swiftly, the two begin to shimmer and coalesce 

indistinguishably. 

In addition, the Fantasy and the Diary reflect a variety of pianistic tone 

color and mysticism through the use of exotic harmonies and various dynamics. 

Instead of simply providing normal dynamic markings, in several places Busoni 

indicates different dynamics in various musical expressions which imply their 

dynamic level, such as lontano, mormorando, and languid, to express more 

varied sound tones and characters.  Busoni also explores a wide range of notes 

on the keyboard.  In his last Diary, at measure 67, the lowest G appears in the  

                                                            
8 E. J. Dent, Ferruccio Busoni (London: Eulenburg Books, 1974), 211. 
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left hand bass octave chord, which does not exist in the most of today’s modern  

piano.   

In short, in his Fantasy and Diary Busoni made persistent attempts to 

demonstrate his aesthetical ideas of new music with flexibility of formal structure 

and free harmony.   All is summarized by one definite notion made by the 

composer himself: “Music was born free; and to win freedom is its destiny.”9 

                                                            
9 Feruccio Busoni, Sketch of a New Esthetic of Music, trans. Dr. Th. Baker (New York:Schirmer, 
1911; reprint, New York: Dover, 1962), 77 (page citations are to the reprint edition). 
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CHAPTER III 

BRIEF ANALYSIS OF INDIAN FANTASY, Op. 44 

Use of Indian Song as a Motif 

In the Fantasy, Busoni uses eight original Indian songs from Natalie 

Curtis’s The Indian’s Book: “Korosta Katzina Song,” “Corn-Grinding Song I,” “He-

Hea Katzina Song,” “Corn-People Gatzina Song,” “Blue-Bird Song,” 

“Passamaquody Dance-Song,” “Cradle Song,” and “Hand-Game Song VI” 

(Figure 1).  

In creating the Indian Fantasy, Busoni intended to retain the 

characteristics of the original Indian tunes.  Curtis asserted that the Indian 

Fantasy was “by far the most important effort ever yet made in any use of our 

native musical material.”10  She also maintained that the Fantasy remained 

“unalterably Indian, standing out with its own sharp rhythmic and melodic outline 

on the background of the composer's thought like sculptured bas-relief.”11 

  General stylistic characteristics of Indian folk melody are summarized by a 

preference for intervals of the second and third, frequent use of the semitone 

pitch, repetition of short fragments, and a tendency for descending motion.   

Even though some of the thematic materials used in the Fantasy are altered or 

newly created by composer himself, they still preserve the stylistic features of

                                                            
10 Natalie Curtis, “Busoni’s Indian Fantasy.,” 543. 
11 Ibid., 544. 
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Indian folk melody.  For example, he created his own melodies for Section 1,  

measures 1-26 (Examples 1 and 2).   

Figure 1. Original Indian Melody Sources Used in the Indian Fantasy 
 

Mov. Section Original Sources  Pages12

 I 1. Andante con moto,  
quasi di Marcia 

 newly created  

2. Fantasia (Allegro) 
Adagio fantastic 

 “Korosta Katzina Song” 513 
“Corn-Grinding Song I” 464 

3. Allegretto affetuoso,  
un poco agitato 

“He-Hea Katzina Song” 517-
518 

4. Più mosso-Misurato  “Corn-People Gatzina Song” 453-4 
5. Cadenza(Presto) 
-Un poco meno  
Allegro 

 
“Blue Bird Song” 

 
319 

II  6. Andante quasi lento –
Allegro sostenuto -poco 
a poco più Allegro 

“Blue-Bird Song” 319 

“Corn-Grinding Song II” 466 
7. Andantino maestoso “Passamquoddy Dance 

Song” 
24 

“He-Hea Katzina Song” 517 
8. Lento “Blue-Bird Song” 319 

III 9. Più Vivamente 
-Deciso-Animato 

“Korosta Katzina Song” 514 
“Corn-people Gatzina Song” 453-4 
“Cradle Song” 307 

10. Allegrissimo “Hand-Game Song VI” 187 
“Cradle Song” 307 

 
 
Example 1. Reduction of bass melody used in Section 1 of the Indian Fantasy , 
mm.1-8. 

  

                                                            
12 Translation of Indian title and page numbers are from the Dover edition of Natalie Curtis’s book 
The Indian’s Book. 
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Example 2.  Reduction of top melody used in Section 1 of the Indian Fant asy, 
mm.3-13. 

 

 Although the newly created melodies are not directly borrowed from any existing 

Indian folk song, they feature the stylistic characteristics of Indian melody.  The 

first melody used in the bass is very similar to the beginning motive of “Medicine 

Song” (Example 3).   The exact same pitches in the interval of a perfect 4th are 

used in both places.  The bass motive of short fragment in descending motion is 

repeated throughout.  The beginning top melody played by strings is closely 

associated with “Song of Victory” (Example 4).   Semitone pitches and intervals 

of second and third are mainly used in its descending motion.13 

Example 3. Beginning part of “Medicine Song,” San Juan Pueblo, from Curtis’s 
The Indian’s Book, p. 449. 

 
© by Dover Publications, Inc., New York 
 
Example 4. A fragment of “Song of Victory I,” Cheyenne, from Curtis’s The 
Indian’s Book, p. 175. 

© by Dover Publications, Inc., New York 

                                                            
13 Tae Hyun Kim, “North American Indian Folk Music Elements in the Red Indian     
    Fantasy of Busoni.”  (D.M.A. diss., University of North Texas, 1994), 25. 
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Brief Structural Analysis of the Indian Fantasy 

Figure 2.  Three-Movement Plan of the Indian Fantasy 

Movement Section Pages14 Function 
 I 1. Andante con moto, 

quasi di Marcia 
2-3 

Orchestral Introduction I 

2. Fantasia (Allegro)-
Adagio fantastic 

4-9  

Piano Solo: Cadenza I 3. Allegretto affetuoso, 
un poco agitato 

9-12 

12-13 Orchestral Introduction II 
14-15 Piano Solo + Orchestra 

4. Più mosso-Misurato  16 Orchestral Introduction III
17 Piano Solo + Orchestra 

5. Cadenza(Presto 
-Un poco meno  
Allegro) 

 
22-23 

 
Piano Solo: Cadenza II 
(leading into Andante) 

Movement Section Pages   Function  
II  6. Andante quasi lento-

Allegro sostenuto-poco 
a poco più Allegro 

24-31 Piano + Orchestra 

7. Andantino maestoso 32-38 Piano + Orchestra 
8. Lento 39-41 Piano + Orchestra 

(leading through rhapsodic 
passages into Vivamente) 

III 9. Più Vivamente 
-Deciso-Animato 

42-43 Orchestral Introduction 
44 Piano Solo 
45-53 Piano + Orchestra 

10. Allegrissimo 54-end Finale 
 

    The Indian Fantasy Op. 44 is comprised of three main sections, connected 

through piano cadenzas or cadenza-like passages played without interruption.    

On February 25, 1914, a year before he completed the Fantasy, in a letter to 

                                                            
14 Ferruccio Busoni, Indianische Fantasie for piano and orchestra op.44, two-piano edition, ed. 
Egon Petri (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1915). 
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Hugo Leichtentritt, Busoni explains that the work consists of three sections: “a 

Fantasy (orchestral introduction, prolonged piano solo without orchestra, reprise 

of the orchestral introduction and short set of variations); a Canzone formed out 

of two songs; and a Finale based on three genuine motifs and one original 

one.”15   Indeed, the basic construction of the work as a whole is based on a 

three-movement plan although the original compositional plan was partially 

revised (see Figure 2 above).  

 The First Movement 

       The first movement sets the fantastic tone of the work with its imaginative 

and free character.   The whole movement can be subdivided into five smaller 

sections: Andante con moto (measures 1-26); Fantasia (Allegro)-Adagio fantastic 

quasi di Marcia (measures 27-104); Allegretto affettuoso, un poco agitato 

(measures 105-218); Più mosso-Misurato (measures 218-293); Cadenza(Presto-

Un poco meno allegro) (measures 294-318).  Each section is set off by tempo 

marking, function, or thematic material.   

After the first orchestral introduction of Andante con moto, the first piano 

solo cadenza, Fantasia, which also doubles as an introduction to the Allegretto 

affettuoso, intermingles an improvisatory character with whirling chromatic 

figures.   In this section, repeated patterns appear with tremolo and broken-chord 

arpeggiations.   The succeeding Section 3, Allegretto affettuoso, is directly taken 

for the Diary No.1 which will be discussed later in chapter IV.  After another 

                                                            
15 Ferruccio Busoni, Selected Letters, 176. 
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orchestral introduction is inserted at measure 169, the thematic materials from 

Section 1 are restated, in an altered manner, throughout the remainder of 

Section 3.   

Section 4, based on “Corn-People Gatzina Song,” starts with an orchestral 

announcement of a vigorous triplet rhythm played by wind instruments and 

continues to state the borrowed Indian tune with a magnificent sound effect.   At 

measure 234, short cadenza-like piano passages suddenly interrupt the 

energetic and dignified orchestral statement by their abrupt entrance.  These 

furious octave scales of the piano are made of the Ab natural minor scale.   The 

virtuosic piano passages are followed by the Misurato section, in which thematic 

materials from “Corn-People Gatzina Song” are played by the orchestra while the 

piano is playing brilliant broken-chord passages over the melody.  The main 

melody consists of a pentatonic scale which corresponds to the black keys the of 

piano (C#-D#-F#-G#-A#). 

 Section 5, the second cadenza, which is actually marked as “Cadenza,” 

consists of two tempo markings: Presto and Un poco meno allegro.  The Un poco 

meno allegro section functions both as an ending to the Cadenza II and a leading 

into the second movement.  

The Second Movement 

The second movement is relatively conventional in terms of its harmonic 

language, although Busoni’s typical free harmony occurs sporadically at places.  

Based on “Blue-Bird Song” and “Passamquoddy Dance Song,” the “Canzone” 
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presents the Indian melodies simply with harmonies constructed in a relatively 

conventional diatonic frame featuring a strong tonal center.   

The movement functions as a second movement of concerto form as it 

displays slow tempo and lyrical atmosphere, although changes of tempo and 

mood occur as in measures 384-408.  This movement is closely related to the 

Indian Diary No.3 and No.4 as the same thematic materials are used in both 

pieces, and some sections are directly quoted. 

 This movement consists of three subdivided sections: Andante quasi 

lento-Allegro sostenuto-poco a poco più Allegro (measures 319-408); Andantino 

maestoso (measures 409-470); Lento (measures 471-505).  The three sections 

are distinguished by their thematic material.   The first section, associated with 

the Diary No.3, is mainly based on “Blue-Bird Song” although a thematic material 

originating from “Corn-Grind Song II” is heard in a disguised manner.  The middle 

section, which borrows its melody form “Passamquoddy Dance Song” and “He-

Hea Katzina Song,” can be considered a counterpart of the Diary No.4.  In the 

last section, at measure 479, the thematic material from the beginning section of 

the movement returns, as in the last section of the Diary No 3, at measure 73.   

In short, the second movement is separated and transformed into two 

independent pieces in the Diary.  The middle part is detached from the whole 

movement and converted into the Diary No.4, and the remaining part becomes 

No.3. 
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 The Third Movement 

The third movement, which resembles a last movement of a concerto form 

in terms of its lively character, can be subdivided into two sections: Più 

Vivamente- Deciso- Animato (measures 506-733); Allegrissimo (measures 734-

end).  The first section is mainly based on “Korosta Katzina Song,” “Corn-people 

Gatzina Song,” and “Cradle Song.”  The last section borrows “Hand-Game Song 

VI” and “Cradle Song” as the main sources for its thematic material.  This 

movement has no correspondence with any movement of the Indian Diary as 

they do not share any thematic elements. 

The third movement reflects an Indian ritual or festival, and features 

timpani ostinato and lively, dance-like rhythms. As compared to the first 

movement, with its dreamy and wandering character, the last movement is 

intense and straightforward.  Also, while the first movement features a 

compositional style characteristic of Liszt, the final movement bears striking 

similarities to Bartók and Stravinsky, with the use of continuous, repetitive ostinati, 

barbaric and primitive rhythmic figurations, metric displacement and unusual 

accents.  Furthermore, while the orchestra in the first movement is placed 

primarily in opposition to the solo instrument, in the last movement the orchestra 

and the piano are generally conceived in tandem.   

The last movement ends with virtuosic realization of exotic “black-note” 

pentatonic scales in octaves.  To achieve a sense of tonal unity with the very 

beginning of the work, and a sense of cyclical procedure, Busoni added an extra 
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nine- bar codetta for the orchestra reestablishing the centrality of C.  However, 

Busoni regretted this addendum in later years.16  Also, his original plan for the 

end of the work conflicts with what he would eventually write.  In his letter to 

Hugo Leichtentritt, Busoni explains: “the third movement, uninterruptedly 

animated, finishes without the customary coda (which heralds the close), like a 

vanishing phantom.”17  This idea of eliminating the conventional coda also agrees 

with his philosophy of free musical form in which the traditional relationship of 

development and coda is denied.   Accordingly, the piece should end right where 

the brilliant octave passages of piano comes rushing down and dies away quickly 

with disapparendo into the lowest C, pianissimo, and thus the abbreviation of the 

nine bars of codetta at a performance would be completely appropriate and 

strongly recommended. 

                                                            
16 Larry Sitsky, Busoni and the Piano: the works, the writings, and the recordings, 131. 
17 Ferruccio Busoni, Selected Letters, 177. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

ANALYSIS OF INDIAN DIARY BOOK I IN COMPARISON WITH THE INDIAN 

FANTASY 

Overall Characteristics of the Indian Diary Book I 

      Like the Fantasy, the Diary makes no attempt at large-scaled tonal unity, 

but fuctions as a suite of four character pieces.  Rather than utilizing harmony 

and a tonal plan as a unifying element, the work relies heavily on the Indian 

elements, and particularly the use of folk song as the primary binding agent.   

Also, much like the Fantasy, the Diary uses or recreates fundamental 

characteristics of Indian song, which are comprised of three primary elements as 

articulated by Curtis: rhythm, melody, and harmony.   

The first element is rhythm…It is the throb of the pulses, the beat of horse- 

hoofs, the break waves.  All life is rhythmic, for life is rhythmic, for life is 

vibration, motion…The next element is melody…The wail of the wind, the 

laughter of the brook, the mating song of birds…Song becomes the cry of 

the heart…Next comes harmony…Harmony is in the blending, blurring 

overtones  of nature, the melting of many sounds into it.18   

    The Diary No.1 presents a fantasy-like character, and was composed with 

emphasis on free harmony and the creation of an open soundscape.  No. 2 is

                                                            
18 Natalie Curtis, The Indian’s Book (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1968), xxv-xxvi. 
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rhythmically characterized by a continuous use of the same motivic idea, 

comprised of rhythmic cells and extensive use of bass ostinati evocative of the 

sound of horse hoofs.  No.3 introduces a lyrical and tuneful melody based on 

“Blue-Bird Song,” this piece serving as an extreme contrast in mood and musical 

character from the previous piece.  No.4 is characteristically similar to No. 1.  

Melodic material from No.1 is quoted in No.4, whereby the entire Diary achieves 

unification as a cyclical whole. 

Analysis of Each Diary in Comparison with the Indian Fantasy 

The Indian Diary Book I, subtitled Vier Klavierstudien über Motive der 

Rothäute Amerikas (Four Studies for Piano on Red Indian Motives) , is very 

closely related to the Indian Fantasy, for three of the four pieces in the former 

work directly quote sections from the latter, as well as using the same sources 

(see figure 3).  

Figure 3. Comparison of the Indian Diary Book I and the Indian Fantasy  

 

 Diary No.1 
                                                            
19 Translation of Indian title and page numbers are from the Dover edition of Natalie Curtis’s book 
The Indian’s Book. 

Indian Diary  Indian Fantasy Original Source of the Themes19 
 Pages    Pages Indian song titles Pages 
No.
1 

2-5 I 9-12 
(Cadenza I) 

He-Hea Katzina Song 517-518 

No.
2 

6-8 N/A Song of Victory II 176-177 

No.
3 

9-11  II 24-29, 
and 39 

Blue-Bird Song 
Corn-Grinding Song (not in the 
Fantasy) 

319 
466-468 

No.
4 

12-15 II 32-37,  
and 39-40 

Passamquoddy Dance Song II 
He-Hea Katzina Song 

25 
517-518 
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      Diary No. 1 is almost entirely taken directly from the first solo cadenza of 

the Fantasy, Allegretto affettuoso, measures 105-165, following the Fantasia 

section.  For Busoni to transform a section from the piano solo cadenza to an 

independent piece for solo piano must have been a far more manageable task 

than to transform an entire piano and orchestral section to a piece for solo piano.  

Another reason he chose the cadenza as the whole basis of the first Diary is that 

the quoted section in the Fantasy has no interrelationship with the neighboring 

sections.  Also, Busoni indicates that the section may be abbreviated: “Zur 

Kürzung: von hier (m.85)  zum 4/4 Takt auf S.13.”  The thematic material used in 

section 3 never appears in other sections, even though the same original source 

is used in other sections, and thus it is the most independent and distinguished 

part in the first movement.  

The first Diary features somewhat complex improvisatory realizations of 

the Indian melodic line, supported by free harmonies.  Two melodic themes, 

which will be subsequently called theme 1A and 1B, are presented with 

chromatically embellished accompaniments (Examples 5 and 6).   

Example 5.  Reduction of theme 1 A, Indian Diary No.1, mm. 3-7. 

 
 
 
Example 6.  Reduction of theme 1B, Indian Diary No.1, mm.21-29. 
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Both themes were derived from a song by the Hopi Indians, “He-Hea Katzina 

Song” (Examples 7 and 8). 

Example 7. A fragment of “He-Hea Katzina Song,” Hopi, from Curtis’s The 
Indian’s Book, p. 518.  
 

 
© by Dover Publications, Inc., New York 
 
Example 8.  Selections of “He-Hea Katzina Song,” Hopi, from Curtis’s The 
Indian’s Book, p. 518-9.  

 

 
© by Dover Publications, Inc., New York 
 
       The first Diary is constructed in binary form, which might be diagrammed 

as AA' + Coda.  Both A and A' sections consist of the theme 1A and 1B, the 

second section being a varied version of the first one.  When theme 1A is 

restated in the A' section, it appears in F minor rather than the preceding F-sharp 

minor.   

The entire Diary No. 1 is almost exactly the same as the borrowed section 

of the Fantasy.  However, some of the embellishing materials are richer in texture, 

and some passages are expanded, reduced, or deleted. For example, a brilliant 

scale passage before the second orchestral introduction, measures165-169, 

which emphasizes the character of the solo cadenza, is deleted from the solo 
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piano version.  Also, the Tranquillo section of the solo piano version, taken from 

the second orchestral introduction, measures169-184, is transcribed in a much 

simpler textural fashion, although the melody and bass line retain the integrity of 

the rhythms and pitches.   

        Also, to make the borrowed section a separate piece, Busoni attaches two 

introductory measures at the beginning that anticipate the bass accompaniments, 

as well as a coda at the end which serves to achieve a more satisfactory sense 

of closure. In the newly added coda, Sostenuto (measures 57-end), he uses 

several different pairs of semi-tone dyad adjacencies to form an exotic scale, a 

hallmark of Busoni’s compositions.  At the end, he restates the distinguished 

motivic ideas of theme A to achieve a unifying sense as whole, although a 

motivic cell introduces its semi-tonal instability, as “C” shifts a half-step up to “C-

sharp.” 

Diary No.2  

       Diary No. 2 consists solely of newly composed material and does not 

borrow any music from the Fantasy.  The style of the work, however, is 

connected to the last  movement of the Fantasy, marked Vivamente, and 

employs ostinato patterns in the bass which support a melody above that is 

derived from an exotic scale.20   With an octave ostinato which is made from a 

gypsy scale (D-E-F-G#-A-Bb-C#-D) in the bass, three pentatonic scales are 

presented in a circle of descending fifths: D-E-F#-A-B, G-A-B-D-E, and C-D-E-G-

                                                            
20 Larry Sitsky, Busoni and the Piano: the works, the writings, and the recordings, 132. 
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A (Example 9).  The entire section, except the coda (Sempre in tempo), sounds 

very fast, the result of the composer’s use of perpetuum mobile sixteenth notes in 

Vivace tempo.   Like the last movement of the Fantasy, the piece bears a strong 

resemblance to the works of Bartók.   

Example 9. A gypsy scale and pentatonic scales used in the middle section of 
the Indian Diary No.2, mm.34-37.  
 

 
  © by Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig 

 

   Diary No. 2 also features a strong ritualistic character.  The sense of 

timelessness, or time displacement, results from repetitions of the same motivic 

idea, derived from a Cheyenne Indian song, “Song of Victory II” (Example 10). 

The borrowed folk song melody consists of two thematic phrases, subsequently  

referred to as theme 2A-1 and theme 2A-2 (Example 11 and 12).  The two 

thematic phrases are homogeneous in its nature; both are based on three 

rhythmic cells of eighth notes, grouped sixteenth notes, and a combination of 

sixteenth and dotted eighth notes; three consecutive eighth notes and the 

sixteenth notes are grouped in two or four.  Also, both comprise a head motive of 

three repeated eighth notes assigned on a same pitch level.   

Example 10.  Beginning part of “Song of Victory II,” Cheyenne, from Curtis’s The 
Indian’s Book, p. 176.  
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© by Dover Publications,  Inc., New York 
 
Example 11.  Reduction of theme 2A-1, Indian Diary No. 2, mm. 2-5. 

 
Example 12.  Reduction of theme 2A-2, Indian Diary No. 2, mm.11-15. 

 
 

However, theme 2A-1 is comprised of major intervals, while theme 2A-2 

contains minor intervals.  Theme 2A-1 consists of a sixteenth-note pair of 

adjacent semi-tone dyads, which repeat three times, and a group of four 

sixteenth notes in descending minor third intervals.  Theme 2A-2 contains a pair 

of two sixteenth notes of a major second interval and a group of four sixteenth 

notes consisting major second and major fifth interval.  The tail motives of both 

phrases are characterized by combinations of sixteenth and dotted eight notes 
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based on the interval of the sixth, but theme 2A-1 utilizes a minor sixth interval, 

while theme 2A-2 utilizes a major sixth interval. 

 The piece is divided into three sections mimicking the characteristics of 

exposition, development and recapitulation of sonata form.  The three sections 

are clearly discernable from one another, as each features different bass ostinati.  

The first and middle sections use a continuous pattern gradually expanded 

throughout the section.  The first section (measures 1-31), in duple meter, is of a 

light and swift character.  The section begins with a one-measure ostinato 

preparation, and presents themes 2A-1 and 2A-2 each two times in a somewhat 

clear tonal key area, though the use of functional harmony is not present in the 

piece.       

       Theme 2A-1 is presented with ostinati tonicizing F minor, while theme 2A-

2 (starting from measure 11) is presented in the parallel F major with ostinati in A 

minor.  Both themes are restated at the end of the first section, but 2A-1 is 

transformed from F minor to F major, again, in a hallmark Busoni gesture.  When 

theme 2A-2 appears, Busoni uses polytonality again, this time that of a B-flat 

major theme against D minor in the bass.  This bass ostinato in tonicizing D 

minor foreshadows the ostinati of the middle section, centered largely in the key 

of D.  

In the triple meter middle section (measures 32-47), the four sixteenth-

note motivic cells derived from themes 2A-1 and 2A-2 are manipulated and 

developed.  Again, after the two introductory measures of ostinati (measures 32-
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33), the middle section features ostinati in octaves formed from the combination 

of segments of the D and A harmonic minor scales.  The treble part oscillates 

between D major and D minor, until finally chromatically modulates to the C 

minor key towards the end of the section.   Here Busoni utilizes a four sixteenth-

note motivic segment, intervallically differentiated from the original thematic 

material by the exotic use of the pentatonic scale to suggest Indian music.  

       The use of ostinati at the octave is of an intense and vigorous nature and 

propels the section on to a powerful climax that comes to a final and suddenly 

unexpected stop on a rest and a double bar with fermata.  This sudden halt at the 

climactic juncture effectively articulates the transition to the concluding section, 

the return of the beginning section.  In the returning section, themes 2A-1 and 

2A-2 are restated, suggesting recapitulation in sonata form even though it does 

not follow a conventional tonal plan of sonata form.    

While in the first two sections, the energy and tension continuously and 

exponentially grow, the last section, especially the coda (measures 65-end) 

exhibits a character of calm simplicity.  The piece begins with the implication of F 

minor and journeys to a final destination in the implied key of F major.  The 

perpetual and regular reiteration of the motivic ideas, the repetitive rhythmic 

character, and the extensive use of bass ostinati provide the piece with a strong 

sense of ritual. 
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 Diary No.3 

Diary No.3 is based on the first section of Fantasy the second movement,  

measures 319-349, 373-382, as well as on two American songs, the “Blue-Bird 

Song” of the Prima Indians and the “Corn-Grind Song II” of the Lagunas Indians 

(Examples 13 and 14).  The piece is conceived in a ternary form of ABA'.  The 

beginning A section (measures 1-32) contains a melodic theme based on the 

“Blue-Bird Song,” which will be subsequently referred to as theme 3A (Example 

15).   The middle B section (measures 33-72) presents another melodic theme 

derived from the “Corn-Grinding Song II” that will be referred to as theme 3B 

(Example 16).         

 
Example 13.  Beginning part of “Blue-Bird Song,” Pima, from Curtis’s The 
Indian’s Book, p. 319.  
 

  

© by Dover Publications, Inc., New York 
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Example 14.  Major portions of “Corn-Grinding Song II,” Laguna, from Curtis’s 
The Indian’s Book, p.466.  
 

 

© by Dover Publications, New York 
 
Example 15.  Reduction of theme 3A, Indian Diary No.3, mm.1-8. 

 
 

Example 16.  Reduction of theme 3B, Indian Diary No.3, mm. 33-44. 

 
 

As in the other pieces, Busoni alters the original Indian tunes, affording him 

more flexibility in the realization of motivic material.  The second phrase of  

theme 3A is rhythmically altered so that the entire theme has a more unified 

rhythmic character.  The rhythmic material of theme 3B is also changed; as a 
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result, the rhythmic material of theme 3B sounds as though it is an organic 

outgrowth of theme 3A.   

Compared to the borrowed section from the Fantasy, Diary No. 3 features a 

relatively thin texture.  The A section of the Diary is simply a transcription of the 

dialogue between the solo piano and the orchestra from the Fantasy (measures 

319-349).  When the parallel part of orchestral and piano part is transformed for a 

solo piano piece, the Diary, slight changes are made to aid in clarity and lend a 

simpler texture.  For example, compared to measures 343-6 of the Fantasy, 

measures 25-28 of the Diary show much simpler texture by omitting extra 

doublings of notes in the supporting harmonies.  Also, instead of doubling the 

descending e-minor scale in the bass, as in measures 347-9 of the Fantasy, the 

bass notes duplicated at the octave down were dropped out in the Diary, at 

measures 29-31.  

Busoni creates the B section of the Diary to be considerably different from 

the parallel section of the Fantasy since they share only the original source.  

While in the Diary “Corn-Grinding Song II,” the Indian tune on which the section 

is based, is stated clearly and lucidly in a simpler texture and a relatively 

conventional harmonic structure, in the Fantasy the borrowed Indian tune is 

hardly identical initially.   However, closer examination shows that the section can 

be clearly traced back to the original Indian melody “Corn-Grinding Song II.”  In 

the Fantasy, by means of semitonal change and free transposition of pitches, the 

original tune is considerably altered and disguised with tonal ambiguity.   
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Measures 369-373 in which the original tune is transposed with slight alterations 

prove that the section is closely associated with the Indian song.   This is another 

example of how Busoni transforms the lyrical diatonic melody to mysterious 

sound of new “infinite” harmony. 

The Section B is a stark contrast in mood to the preceding section.  While 

the A section projects an image of steady serenity, the B section features 

arpeggiated accompaniment figures realizing a lively volatile musical text.  The A 

section stays mostly within the confines of traditional tonality, featuring a very 

simple harmonic progression and chordal texture.  Sentimentality and tuneful 

melody create an aura of peaceful calm, and a tonal mood that is both 

mysterious and melancholy.  In contrast, after it states the original tune once in 

relatively conventional harmonic structure, the B section deviates from the 

conventional tonal processes and explores Busoni’s free harmonic language, 

utilizing major and minor oscillation, sudden chromatic modulation, shift of 

melodic lines by half-steps, unprepared quick harmonic progression, and use of 

polytonality.   

Although the sense of key is exploited, and common practice tonality is 

manipulated throughout the sections, Busoni adopts the traditional key 

relationships of ternary form here; the B section starts in the key of D major, the 

dominant key of G major.  He, however, uses a chromatically related key 

relationship when the A section returns, as in the Diary No.1. This is a typical 

compositional device for Busoni.  In the A' section (measures 73-end), theme 3A 
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is restated in the key of A-flat major, a half-step higher than the beginning melody 

of G major, while in the Diary No.1 the returning theme appears in the key a half-

step lower. 

Diary No.4 

Diary No.4 is based on the pages 32-37, and 39-4021, the middle section 

of the Fantasy second movement.  The melodic material is from the 

“Passamquoddy Dance Song” of the the Wabanakis Indian and the “He-Hea 

Katzina Song” of the Hopi Indians; the latter is also employed in Diary No.1 

(Examples 17 and 18).   

Example 17.  Beginning part of “Passamquoddy Dance Song II,” Wabanaki, from 
Curtis’s The Indian’s Book, p.25. 
 

 
© by Dover Publications, Inc., New York 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
21 Ibid., 32-36, and 40. 
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Example 18.  Selections from “He-Hea Katzina Song,” Hopi, from Curtis’s The 
Indian’s Book, p.517. 
 

 
© by Dover Publications,  Inc., New York 
 

The entire piece is composed in a rounded binary form of A (a+a') B 

(b+b'+a'') + coda.  The A section (measures 1-23) features the theme based on 

the “Passamquoddy Dance Song,” hereby referred to as theme 4A, and the B 

section features the theme borrowed from the “He-Hea Katzina Song,” denoted 

as theme 4B (Examples 19 and 20).  

Example 19.  Reduction of theme 4A, Indian Diary No.4, mm. 1-10. 

 
 
Example 20.  Reduction of theme 4B, Indian Diary No.4, mm. 24-34. 

 
Section A presents theme 4A two times, the first time, at the very beginning, 

unchanged in the treble voice alone in order to clearly articulate the Indian 

melody, and the second, at measure 13, embellished with brilliant running notes 

of arpeggiated harmonic figures.  The second appearance of 4A exploits 

alternating bass and treble positions.  This construct is an imitation of the related 

section of the Fantasy, measures 411-434, where the orchestra part realizes the 
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rapid-note embellishments while the solo part presents the Indian melody.  Like 

section A, section B introduces theme 4B two times.   

In comparing this to the Fantasy (measures 434-444), upon which it is 

based, the first part of the B section in the Diary No.4 (measures 24-36), borrows 

from the piano part of the Fantasy, and is conceived with a lighter texture, though 

the basic musical skeleton is the same.  Like the first part, the second part of the 

B section (measures 37-45) is taken from the solo piano part of the Fantasy, and 

is a nearly literal quotation of the original piano solo part.  In this section, the 

presentation of theme 4B is embellished by repeated chromatic scales in the left 

hand; this figuration bears a strong resemblance to Liszt’s Ballade No.2.   

The B section concludes with the return of the opening material from the A 

section.  Busoni places a cadenza-like passage, taken directly from the Fantasy 

(page 4022), before the coda of the Diary (measures 50-end).  The role of the 

cadenza passage as formal link relates to Diary No.1, which also features a 

cadenza-like passage before the return of theme 1A.  

         In the coda the opening theme is restated definitively, and a motivic 

fragment from theme 1B of the Diary No.1 is surreptitiously presented in the inner 

voice, again aiding in unification of the work as a whole (see the circled notes in 

Examples 21 and 22). 

 
 
 
                                                            
22 Ibid., 40. 
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Example 21.  Motivic fragment from the theme 1B, Indian Diary No.1, mm.24-26. 

              

© by Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig 

 
Example 22.  Motivic fragment from the Theme 1B, ending part of the Indian 
Diary No.4, mm.64-end. 

 
© by Breitkopf & Härtel, Leipzig
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

        The Diary stems from the Fantasy, and thus shares many of the same 

characteristics of that work.  Throughout the compositional process, Busoni 

groups and arranges the Indian folk songs in various ways, as seen in his 

working sketches.  He augments the folk materials with passages from his 

Fantasy, as well as presenting original material utilizing his own distinct harmonic 

language which is characterized by whimsical shifting between major and minor 

keys, sudden chromatic modulations involving semitonal instability, unexpected 

bold harmonic progressions, non-functional use of harmony, tonal ambiguity, and 

liberal use of polytonality.  Through his free use of harmonic language, Busoni 

attempts to transform the characteristics of Indian folk music into the sonic world 

of the Fantasy, where the essence of the original Indian folk songs is 

intermingled with other adopted exotic scales, such as the pentatonic and gypsy 

scales, in order to create the atmosphere of Indian folk music. 

        Even though the Indian songs are mutated and recontextualized to fit 

Busoni’s compositional agenda and to appeal to the realm of art music, common 

rhetorical features of Indian songs are retained and prominently displayed in 

Busoni’s two Indian compositions for the piano.  First, the Diary follows the
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general form used for Indian song, many of which are constructed in strophic  

forms, usually divided into two sections of contrasting nature, in which melodic 

material with short phrases is repeated throughout.  In his Diary, Busoni adopts 

traditional frameworks of binary, ternary, and sonata form, but in a much freer 

sense, where thematic material is repeated and varied, allowing for fidelity to the 

ritualistic repetition found in the original Indian source materials.  Furthermore, 

similar rhythmic characteristics are observed in both the Indian song and the two 

Indian piano compositions.   Busoni, in his Fantasy and Diary, maintains the 

basic rhythmic motives of the original Indian tunes, these being characterized by 

continuous repetitions of simple rhythmic cells, with only slight alterations.        

        Finally, the two piano compositions employ the intervallic melodic 

language of the Indian songs, the most common of which are minor and major 

seconds, major and minor thirds, and fourths.  Since Busoni utilized the Indian 

motives as the grundgestalten and inspiration for the compositions, the melodies 

of his compositions retain a great deal of fidelity to their original source material.  

 Busoni, in his Indian Fantasy and Indian Diary Book I, intermingled the ritualistic 

character of North American Indian music with his own diverse and eclectic 

musical style.  Several attributes illuminate the ritualistic character of piece: the 

sense of time displacement and timeless character born out of continuous 

repetition of rhythmic patterns and melodic figures and the perpetual use of 

ostinati that closely resemble percussive sound. 
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        Busoni succeeds in blending the North American spirit of Indian motifs and 

his own compositional voice in his two works for the piano, the Indian Fantasy 

and the Indian Diary Book I, as well as his transforming the virtuosic original 

orchestra and piano version of the Indian Fantasy into an independent piece for 

solo piano.  Curtis, in her The Indian’s Book, asserts that it is impossible to 

perform Indian songs appropriately on a percussion instrument such as the piano 

because Indian music is fundamentally intended for singing.23  Busoni, however, 

utilized Indian songs to compose works for the piano, as in the Indian Fantasy 

and the Indian Diary Book I.  In so doing, he sought not merely to imitate the 

vocal quality of Indian songs, but to integrate Indian folk music with his own 

musical style and advanced harmonic language.       

        Busoni was a staunch advocate for the piano as an instrument of many 

varied possibilities and wide ranging expressivity, from the softest to loudest 

sound and the highest to deepest tones.24  Busoni explains that the Indian 

Fantasy “sets out primarily to be a piano piece; then to create a balance and 

mutual cooperation between the two elements (piano and orchestra).”25  His 

adaptation and assimilation of Indian folk tunes in works for the piano aimed at 

exploring greater freedom of expression for the instrument, and a melding of his 

musical aesthetic with the Indian cultural spirit, both of which emphasized 

freedom in nature.  Although he did not achieve the “authentic” sound of Indian 

                                                            
23 Natalie Curtis, The Indian’s Book, xxvii. 
24 Ferruccio Busoni, Sketch of a New Aesthetic of Music, trans. Dr. Th. Baker, 44. 
25 Ferruccio Busoni, Selected Letters, trans. and ed. Antony Beaumont, 176. 
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song, Busoni aimed at effectively reproducing the nature of Indian music on the 

piano, and transformed Indian folk elements by means of his personal harmonic 

language in his two Indian piano compositions for piano.   
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